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Abstract 
Woodard, M.R., The Casson invariant of surgered, sewn link exteriors, Topology and its Applica- 
tions 46 (1992) 1-12. 
One method of producing 3.manifolds is the sewing up construction of W.R. Brakes. This involves 
identifying the boundary components of the exterior of a 2component link. Under certain 
assumptions this process yields homology handles which can be surgered to obtain homology 
spheres. The main result is a formula for the Casson invariant of homology spheres obtained by 
this construction when the I’nk has linking number zero. The main ingredient is a lemma which 
relates some information from the Conway polynomial of the band connect sum of two knots 
before and after surgery. 
Keywords: Link exterior, surgered, sewn link exterior, glued knot exterior, Casson invariant, 
Conway polynomial, Seifert surface. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57N10, 57M25. 
Introduction 
Brakes [2, 31, produced a class of 3-manifolds via the following construction. Let 
L = {K,, K,} be an oriented 2-component link in a Z-homology 3-sphere 0. Then, 
since the exterior of L has two components, one can “sew-up” the link exterior by 
identifying the boundary components. Under appropriate assumptions, the mani- 
folds obtained by this method are homology handles. These can then be surgered 
to produce homology spheres. This method yields a homology handle when pn2- 
2n + y = *l, where /3, y come from the gluing matrix and n = lk(K,, K2). We will 
denote a sewn-up link exterior by S( L, A; 0) and a surgered, sewn-up link exterior 
by SS(L, A w, 4,; 0). 
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Brakes [3] describes the surgery process as follows. Choose a path w in the 
exterior of L between (0,O) E a(N(K,)) and (0,O) E e( N( K,)). Let T be a tubular 
neighborhood of w chosen in such a way that T n a( N( Ki)) = 0: (i = 1,2) are two 
2-disks which are identified in S(L, A; f2). Thus if p: E(L) + S( L, A; 0) is the 
quotient map, p(T) is a solid torus in S( L, A; a). Let m, be a meridian on p(T), 
and lo any longitude meeting m. once. Form S( L, A; 0) -p(T) u W, where W is 
solid torus and the gluing identifies a meridian of W with I,. When the link is split, 
sewing up the link exterior creates an S’ x S’ summand. This summand is killed by 
the surgery, as long as w is chosen to intersect the splitting sphere in one point. 
Thus the resulting manifold in this case is the result of gluing two knot exteriors. 
In this paper, a formula is given for the Casson invariant of Z-homology spheres 
obtained by Brakes’ method, for the case n = 0. The main ingredient is Lemma 2.3, 
which relates some information from the Conway polynomial of the band connect 
sum of the two knots before and after surgery. 
This result generalizes that of Fukuhara and Maruyama [5] for glued knot 
exteriors. Also, since the Casson invariant reduces mod 2 to the Rochlin invariant, 
this result also generalizes results in [6, 121 for the Rochlin invariant of glued knot 
exteriors, and surgered, sewn link exteriors, respectively. 
1. Preliminaries 
The basic information about the Conway polynomial found in [S, lo] will be 
assumed. Let L be an n-component link in a Z-homology 3-sphere R. Let +,( L; 0) 
represent the following coefficient of the Conway polynomial: 
If L is a framed link with rational framings, let M( L; f2) = 
M(L, PI/41 > . . . > pI/ql; 0) be the manifold which results from performing the 
surgeries. We can now state Casson’s theorem: 
Theorem 1.1 (Casson). There exists an integer invariant A of oriented Z-homology 
spheres such that 
(1) h(P)=O, 
(2) A(M(K ll(a+l); a))-A(M(K l/a; a))= 4,(K; fl). 
Moreover, A has the following properties: 
(a) A(-0) = -A(a), 
(b) ~(0) = A(0) (mod 2). 
From (1) and (2) above, it follows that 
A(M(K, l/a; .n))=A(fl)+Q,(K; 0). 
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Hoste [9] has generalized this as follows: if L = {K, , K2, . . . , K,} c iI is a link with 
lk( Ki, Kj) = 0 for i fj, and if the framing on Ki is l/q,, then 
where the sum is taken over all sublinks L’c L and the product is over all i for 
which K, is a component of L’. 
The main result of this paper will be the following: 
Theorem 1.2. Let L c 0 be a 2-component link in a Z-homology sphere. Let A = [: f] 
with y = *1 be a matrix with det A = -1, so that SS( L, A, w, I,,; 0) is a Z-homology 
sphere for L = {K,, K,}, a link with lk( K,, K,) = 0. Then 
h(SS(L,A,w, 1,; n))=A(R)+y(l_6)~,(K,;n)+~(l+(~)~,(Kz;~2) 
-(l+aS)&(L; fl)-~&(K, #,,Kz; 0) 
where K, # ,, Kz denotes the band connect sum of K, and Kz along a band chosen to 
follow the pair (w, I,). 
2. Proof of the main theorem 
Lemma 2.1. Zf L = {K,, KZ} c fl is a link with lk(K,, K,) = 0, then S(L, A; 0) = 
S( L’, A’; 0’) where A’ = [i’ y] and L’ is the link obtained by {l/ y( 1 - S), l/ y( 1 + (Y)} 
surgery on L c 0, and 0’ is the manifold which results from this surgery. (L’ = {K; , K ;} 
where Ki is the core of the solid torus sewn into N( K,).) 
Proof. Let E( L; 0) be the exterior of L in 0 and E( L’; 0’) the exterior of L’c 0’= 
M(L, l/y(l-6), l/y(l+cy); 0). It is clear that E(L; R)=E(L’; 0’) so 
S(L,A;fi)=S(L’,A’;JI’) whereA’:N(K;)+N(K;) isgivenby 
A,= 1 
[ 
-Y(l+cf) 
0 1 
I[; ;][I0 ‘(Ir”)]=[-,’ 01. q 
Lemma2.2. ForL’={K;,K;}cR’andA’=[-,’ :)],y=~l,SS(L’,A’,w,l,;ti’)=-y 
surgery on K { #kb K12 where the band is chosen to follow the pair (w, lo). 
Proof. By Hoste’s work [7] sewing up a link exterior with [y :] yields -y + 
2 lk( K ‘1, KJ) = -y surgery on K i #,, K; where the band runs geometrically once 
over a l-handle. (Note that lk( K; , K 4) is zero, since each K: is a preferred longitude 
of Ki.) Since we can control the path of the l-handle, we arrange for it to follow 
the path w. Then performing the surgery along w amounts to adding a 2-handle 
along the loop w in S(L’, A’; fl’), with framing determined by l,. But this 2-handle 
geometrically cancels the l-handle, since the sphere S’ x 0 of the 2-handle D* x D2 
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intersects the sphere Ox S2 of the l-handle D’x D” exactly once. Thus 
SS(L’, A’, w, 1,; 0’) is the same as -y surgery on K: # ,, Kt2 where the band follows 
(w, 4). 0 
Combining Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we have that 
A(SS(L,A,w,Zo;~))=A(SS(L’,A’,o,Z,;n’))=A(M(K;#,K’,,-y;n’)). 
Now by Casson’s formula [l], this is equal to 
A(R’)-Y~,(K;#~K’,;~‘) wherefl’=M(L,l/y(l-6),l/y(l+a);R). 
By Hoste’s formula [9], 
In order to have a useful formula, it remains to find 4,( K; #bK’2; 0’) in terms 
of information about K, , K2 in R. The following lemma addresses that problem. 
Lemma2.3. If{l/a, l/b} surgery isperformedon L= {K,, KZ}c 0, with lk(K,, K2) = 
0 and L’={K;, K:}c 0’ is the result of the surgery, then c$,(K~#~K;; 0’)= 
ti,(K, +kt,Ks; n)+(a+b)&(L; a). 
Proof. The proof will use some of the results of Hoste [9]. 
Claim 1. There exist Seifert surfaces F, , F2 with aF, = K, , 8F, = K2 and F, n F2 = 0 
or F, n F2 is a single ribbon intersection. 
This is [9, Lemma 1.31. The picture to keep in mind for the single ribbon intersec- 
tion is shown in Fig. 1. 
There is a sense in which L and L’ are the same link in E(L) - E( L’). Namely, 
each can be isotoped in its tubular neighborhood to a longitude which can be pushed 
into the exterior. (Note that under l/a, l/b surgery, longitudes get sent to longitudes.) 
Now K, # ,, K2 = K; # ,, K; give rise to two different Seifert matrices for K, # ,, Kz c f2 
and K; #kb K’* c f2’. Let S be a Seifert surface for K, # ,, K2. Let V be the Seifert 
matrix for K, #b K, in R and V’ the matrix for K { #h K; in 0’. These matrices are 
related by the following: 
Claim 2. V’(K;#,K;;R’)= V(K,#hK2;f2-EB-‘ET where E = (e,,) = 
(lk(e,, K,; a)) where {ei} is a basis for H,(S), and B-’ = [z E]. 
Proof. This is [9, Lemma 1.21. 
By Claim 1 there are two cases to consider. The first case is when K, and K2 
bound disjoint Seifert surfaces. Suppose that the path w does not intersect either 
F, or F2, so that a Seifert surface for K, %tt,K2 can be formed from F, and F2 by 
simply band connect summing the surfaces together. In this case +,(L; 0) = 0 (since 
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the whole polynomial is zero) and Claim 2 says that V’= V-O. So 
~~(K;#,K’~;n’)=~,(K,#,K,;n)+(a+b)~,(L;n) holds since +,(L;Q)=O. 
However, if w does intersect F, u F2, we must form our Seifert surface for K, #,,& 
more carefully. If we simply run a band along w, the result is a surface with ribbon 
intersections as in Fig. 2(a). To obtain a Seifert surface, we must fix the ribbon 
intersections as in Fig. 2(b). For each ribbon intersection, this operation adds two 
generators to H, , so the end result is a surface S for K, #h K2, and a basis for H,(S) 
is {{c,}, {a,}, {d,}, {s}}, where the c, and ai are introduced while fixing up the ribbon 
singularities as shown, {d,} is a basis for H,( F,) and {ek} is a basis for H,( FJ. Now 
V has the form 
o* 0 0 
** * * I 1 0 * X’ P 0 * PT x 
where * represents something that is unknown, X’ is the Seifert matrix for K, 
determined by {d,}, and X is the Seifert matrix for K2 determined by {e,}. 
F 
M 
Fig. 2 
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E has the form 
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0 0 
. 
. . 
. . 
0 0 
* * 
. 
. . 
. . 
* * 
0 0 
. . 
. . 
. . 
0 0 
0 0 
. . 
. . 
0 6 
So V’ = V - EB-’ ET has the form 
I 
0 0 0 0 
0 * 0 0 
V- 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 I 
and tV’ - t-’ V’T has the form 
0 * 0 0 
* * * * 
0 * tx’- tm’x’r ZP 
0 * zPT tx - tc’x’ 
10 0 0 01 
l- 11 0 * 0 0 - 0 0 0 0’ 0 0 0 0 J 
Recall that we would like to see that det(tV’- t-’ VIT) = det(tV- tC’ VT). Let the 
submatrix of tV’- t-’ VfT determined by the a, be called D. Suppose D has dimension 
s x s, so that it is located in rows s i 1 through 2s and columns s + 1 through 2s. 
This region is of interest because the corresponding region in EBp’ET is nonzero. 
We will think of det( tV’- t-’ VfT) as the sum of signed terms in which each term 
has exactly one factor from each row and each column. If a term has no factors 
from 0, then it is a term in the similar expansion for det( tV - t-’ VT). On the other 
hand, suppose a term of det(tV’- tC’ V’T) does have a factor from the region D. 
Then this term must also have a factor of 0, since in the first s columns of tV’- tC’ V’T 
there remain only s - 1 rows with nonzero entries from which to choose. 
The more interesting case is when F, n F2 is a single ribbon intersection. Of course 
in this case, w might still intersect F, u F2, but (as above), this can be shown to 
have no effect on the Conway polynomial. Thus let us assume that w does not 
intersect F, or F,. In this case, Hoste describes VL as follows: let F be a Seifert 
surface for L obtained from F, and F2 via the following construction. Let F = F, u F2 
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except near the intersection of F, and F2. Near the intersection let F appear as in 
Fig. 3. This operation increases the number of generators of H, by one, so that 
{c, {d,}, {e,}} is a basis for H,(F) where {d,} is a basis for H, (F,), {et} is a basis for 
H,(F,) and c is as pictured. 
Now the Seifert matrix for L has the form 
0 0 ... 0 1 0 
0 
X’ 
0 
1 
0 
PT 
-0 
. . . 0 
P 
X 
where X’ is the Seifert matrix for K, determined by {d,} and X is the Seifert matrix 
for K2 determined by {e,}. Thus 
V,,,(z) = det 
0 0 0 ..* 0 z 0 ‘.. 0 
0 
tx’- t-‘x’T ZP 
0 
Z 
0 
zPT tx - t-‘XT 
0 
If we expand across the top row and then down the first column, it is clear that 
VLCM(z) = -z2 det(R) where R is the corresponding reduced matrix. 
Now forming the band connect sum of F, and F, has the effect on H, of adding 
another generator. Thus the basis for H,( F,,) is {a, c, {d,}, {e,}} where F,, is the 
Fig. 3. 
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surface for K, #fh Kz obtained as above, a is as pictured in Fig. 4 and c, {d,}, {e,} 
are described above. Thus V(K, #hKZ, 0) has the form 
... * * . . . * 
. . . 0 1 0 ..* 0 
X’ P 
PT X 
where * represents something that is unknown. Now by Claim 2, V’= V- EBp’ET 
where E = (e(,) = linking number of ith basis element with the jth component of L. 
Thus E is an m x 2 matrix where I)? = 2+2 genus( F,) +2 genus(F,). It is clear by 
observation that E has the form 
rtl *1 
0 0 
. . 
. . . . 
0 0 
*1 *1 . 
0 0 
. . 
. . . . 
-0 OA 
(a) 
Fig. 4. 
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V’= v+ 
‘a+6 0 .. 
0 
0 
0 
a+b 0 .. 
0 
0 
0 
0 a+b 0 
0 
0 
0 a+6 0 
0 
0 
so 
-z(a+b) 0 
0 
tV’- t-1 V’T= tv- t-1 VT+ 
0 
-z(a+b) 0 
0 
0 
. 0 
. 0 
. . . 0 
0 
. . . 0 
0 
where tV - tC’ VT has the form 
z* t * ,.. * 
__t-’ 0 0 . . . 0 
* 0 
. . . . tx’- tp’x’T . . 
* 0 
* Z 
0 
. . 
zPT 
* 0 
Adding these two matrices yields tV’- t-’ V’T in the form 
-z(a+b) 0 
0 
0 
-z(a+b) 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
- z*+-z(a+b) 
-t-l 
* 
* 
*+-z(a+b) 
* 
* 
t * f.. * 
0 0 .*. 0 
0 
: tx’_ t-‘x’T 
0 
Z 
0 
zPT 
0 
*+(-z)(a+b) * ... * 
Z 0 0 ... 0 
ZP 
tx - t-‘XT 
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It is clear that the determinant of this matrix will involve all the terms of det( tV - 
tC’ V’) plus some additional terms. So V K ;+hK5;R(~) = V KI#hKZ;R(~) + U, where U 
remains to be calculated. We will determine U by calculating the determinant of 
tV’- tC’ V’T by cofactors, recording only those terms which do not appear in the 
corresponding cofactor expansion of t V - t f ’ VT. Recall that V L.ll (z) = -z2 det( R) 
where R is the reduced matrix already described. 
First we expand down the second column and then across the second row. We 
see that U includes the terms 
-t(-f-‘(-z(a+b)det(R))+-z((a+b)(-z)det(R))) 
and continuing down the second column to the other nonzero entry, U also contains 
the terms 
-z[tC’(-z)(a+b) det(R)+z(-z(a+b) det(R))]. 
Thus, 
U=(-z)(a+b)det(R)+(-t)(z’)(a+b)det(R) 
+ r-‘z2(a + b) det( R) + z’(a + b) det( R) 
=-z(a+b)det(R)+z’(-t+r-‘)(a+b)det(R)+z3(u+b)det(R) 
= -~(a+ b) det(R). 
Now since V L;l1(z) = -z2 det( R), we get the result U = (a + b)V,,,(z)/z so we have 
V K;#hK;;,Y(z) =VK,Y&;,j (z)+(u+b)V,;,,(z)/z and therefore c#I,(K~#,K’~;R’)= 
+l(Kl+,,Kz; fl)+(a+b)+,(L; 0). 0 
Theorem 1.2 now follows by putting the three lemmas together. We will now 
check that this formula reduces mod 2 to the formula for the p invariant given in 
[12]. Recall that $,(Ki) reduces mod 2 to p(K,), the Arf invariant of Ki, and 
4’( Kl #h K2) reduces mod 2 to p(L) which is congruent to p( K,) + p( KJ + 4,(L). 
Thus, h(SS(L, A, w, I,; f2)) reduces mod 2 to 
~~(.n)+(l+s)p(K,)+(l+a)p(K,) 
+(l+aG)(p(L)+p(K,)+p(Kz))+p(L) 
=~CL(~)+(~+~~G)~(KI)+(~~+L~~)~(K*)+LY~P(L), 
which is the formula in [12]. 
3. Concluding examples and remarks 
(1) The purpose of this example is to show that A does depend on (w, I,). Consider 
the Whitehead link pictured in Fig. 5 and w I, w2 as pictured. Consider L c S3 and 
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Fig. 5. 
A = [;’ y]. Then SS( L, A, w, , I,) is as pictured in Fig. 6(a) while SS( L, A, w2, lo) is 
as pictured in Fig. 6(b). For example, if k = 1, then SS(L, A, w,, I,) is as pictured 
in Fig. 7(a) and SS(L, A, w2, I,) is as pictured in Fig. 7(b). Now if L, is the knot 
associated with SS( L, A, w , , I,]) and L, is the knot associated with SS( L, A, w2, I,) 
we have 4,(L,) = 1 but c$~(&) = -1. So A(SS(L, A, w,, I,)) # h(SS(L, A, w2, I,,)). 
(2) We note that in the case of a split link, w chosen so that it intersects the 
splitting 2-sphere exactly once, our formula reduces to that of Fukuhara and 
Maruyama [5]. 
(a) 
Fig. 6 
04 
b) 
Fig. 7. 
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In this case, SS( L, A, w, I,,; f2) = glued knot exteriors of K, and K,. By Theorem 
1.2, 
A(SS(b A, w, 4)) = A(~~)+(Y(~-~)MI(K,) 
+ Y(1 + ~)+I(&) - 34Q(KI) - r&(G) 
=h(R,)+h(n*)+-ys~,(K,)+y(y~,(Kz). 
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